
  
Wedding Film Collections: Local 

The following packages and pricing are available for weddings and events in our Local region, including  
Minnesota and Wisconsin. MN residents add sales tax. 

 

TRAILBLAZERS: $5850 
A luxury package for couples who want to document and share every part of their wedding day in detail. 
Includes a Teaser Trailer so that you can share the celebration with friends and family mere hours after it 
happened. Ideal for destination weddings or celebrations with many important traditions. 

Package Includes: 
- Full day of coverage (up to 12 hours) by 3 cinematographers  
- 12-20 minute feature film 
- 2 minute Teaser Trailer, online within 36 hours 
- Documentary edits of full ceremony and all speeches 
- HD edited videos delivered on an engraved USB thumb drive 

Planning for more than one day of celebration? Contact us for details about multi-day packages. 
 

WANDERLUST: $4400 
Our most popular package features a 7-10 minute artistically edited short film - long enough to include personal 
vows, a special toast, and unhurried moments from your entire day, while still short enough for you and your 
loved ones to watch over and over again. 

Package Includes: 
- Full day of coverage (up to 12 hours) by 2 cinematographers  
- 7-10 minute short film 
- Documentary edits of full ceremony and all speeches 
- HD edited videos delivered on an engraved USB thumb drive 
 

VAGABONDS: $3850 
An affordable way to capture the sights, sounds, and emotion of your wedding, this package delivers full 
coverage of the ceremony and speeches, plus a short artistic highlight of the whole day. 

Package Includes: 
- Full day of coverage (up to 12 hours) by 2 cinematographers  
- 4-6 minute highlight 
- Documentary edits of full ceremony and all speeches 
- HD edited videos delivered on an engraved USB thumb drive 
 

Upgrade any package by adding all of your raw footage on a customized 

portable hard drive ($600 + tax) or a next-day Instagram teaser trailer ($500).
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